CARAVAN MARCHING WEST
pine forest made a dark blur and I rejoiced at the thought of
camping in an Alpine scene. But our trail did not go that
way, and the pine-trees, perhaps the last trees on our road,
disappeared behind us.
Then, at the foot of a mountain, we came to the long flat
buildings of the Tung ku-ssu lamasery. Its walls were
painted in shades of blue, white and pink. Two series of
chorten—enormous white reliquaries shaped like wide-
swelling bottles—stood on platforms near a stream.
In a room from which air was carefully excluded a lama
suffering from a bad cold did the honours. He must have
been a practised jobber, for, using Li as intermediary, he
offered to exchange his own little Tangut pony for Peter's
horse and twenty-five dollars. The negotiations that took
place over the pot of tea (tea mixed with milk and butter)
were long. Our host had claims to distinction, Not only had
he photographs of himself in hunting costume, taken at
Lhasa, he also did not blow his nose with his fingers but used
a piece of dark blue linen which he kept under the rug of the
k'ang. At last the bargaining was finished and Peter was the
proud possessor of the pony, which was as black as the devil
and much prettier than my good Slalom. But it was often to
make Peter see red. He christened it Greys.
The hours seemed long. The warmth indoors made one
lazy. The cold outside was sharp and the mountains were
white with newly-fallen snow. I had not the courage to visit
the little courtyards and pagoda and decided that they were
probably much like those I had already seen. I made our
little lama laugh by taking a pinch of the green powder to
which he helped himself out of a pretty polished horn. After
an uncontrollable outburst of very loud sneezes I decided to
stick to my pipe. It had been company through long hours
at the tillers of sailing boats and slow hours in mountain huts.
Now, as on those expeditions, my face was burned from
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